EXCEPTIONAL INNOVATION. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

VX 805

NEXT-GENERATION CONTACTLESS

VeriFone’s powerful, fast VX 805 PIN pad provides everything needed to securely accept payments and other transactions, with the agility to quickly embrace future technological change, including NFC mobile commerce and EMV. The sleek device is easy to hand over, simple to use and exceptionally rugged to stand up to the most demanding retail environments. It also offers the latest security protections – including full compliance with PCI PTS 3.X – plus EMV Level 1 and 2 Type Approval. All this, plus the assurance that comes from VeriFone, the world’s leader in payments.
EXCEPTIONAL INNOVATION. EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.

**Ready for NFC and the Next Wave**
- Ready for NFC mobile commerce as well as EMV – offering significant new revenue opportunities for merchants
- Designed to provide limitless adaptability for an unpredictable future, keeping merchants at the leading edge of the wave and avoiding obsolescence
- Handles even the most complex of today’s transactions quickly and efficiently
- Integrates seamlessly with V\(^7\), VX and PC solutions

**Power-Packed, Versatile and Flexible**
- Lightning-fast processor makes this PIN pad one of the fastest anywhere
- Reliable vertical card swipe eliminates re-swiping, and landed smart card slot ensures long life
- Multiple connectivity options including RS-232, USB 2.0 and Ethernet allow the device to fit into any POS environment
- Built-in NFC, EMV smart card capabilities and more ensure future-proofing from the industry leader, VeriFone

**Stylish, Smart and Simple**
- Deftly processes all card transactions including PIN-based debit, EMV and value-added applications, such as gift and loyalty cards, plus NFC and other contactless transactions
- Sleek, tapered design takes up very little counter space and can be easily handed to the customer
- Luminous, sharp, white backlit display provides on-screen prompts that are easily readable under all lighting conditions
- Intuitive, ATM-style interface and large keypad put every function at a clerk’s fingertips, reducing training requirements and minimizing errors
- Programmable function keys easily accommodate expanded operations and uses

**Unsurpassed Security**
- Available with VeriShield Total Protect, providing end-to-end encryption and advanced, card-based tokenization by RSA to prevent fraud and misuse
- PCI PTS 3.X certification and EMV Level 1 and 2 Type Approval eliminate compliance burdens and deliver peace of mind

http://vx-evolution.verifone.com/
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